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Continuous searching for safer and more efficient fuel, and diversification

of fuel supply have as a consequence a possible change in the characteristics of the

fuel assemblies used in nuclear reactors. By partially refueling cores with new

assemblies, nuclear power plant operators are confronted with the problem of

heterogeneous cores. The complexity of the problem increases as products diversify in

isotopic concentration, types of alloy, size and shape of structure components. This

document will focus strictly on the differences in hydraulic resistance related to the

modifications in grid structures having no effect on DNB correlations. Although this

is an extremely simplified approach to the problem, establishing data to evaluate the

hydraulic compatibility between two different assemblies can be difficult, and if not

controlled closely, can lead to false conclusions that may affect the operation and

safety of the reactor.

Thus, two stricdy identical products could be stated as having different grid

head loss coefficients just because they have not been evaluated using identical

procedures. If these two products were loaded in the same reactor, the product

characterized by the higher head loss coefficient would suffer a penalty in DNB,

possibly leading to reduction of the maximum allowable reactor power. Reciprocally,

two different products could be stated as having the same pressure drops, thus being

entirely compatible, although penalties should be taken into account regarding DNB

so as not to alter the safety level of the facility.
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This essential search for data consistency of course assumes that the initial

measurements have been performed under comparable conditions and with the same

accuracy, but, most importantly, requires that the factors likely to generate systematic

deviations between measurements have been eliminated. This point is critical, since

compatibility between assemblies is established on the basis of relative reasoning

which is supported by comparisons drawn between product characteristics. It therefore

appears wise to use only results established from a single model, using measurements

taken on products tested in the same way and in the same test facility, since this

minimizes the risk of systematic errors, although they cannot be completely

eliminated. In practice this solution cannot always be adopted, and it therefore

becomes necessary to guard against the most significant causes of bias by

implementing a strict procedure. Analysis of data gathered from various assemblies in

different test loops shows that significant errors can be induced through the

experiment set-up, instrumentation, the product model used in testing or even the

method of data reduction and conversion of the measured values into information

useable in computation. Three examples can be shown to illustrate this point quite

simply.

The First example involves the facility, and the test section in particular.

The hydraulic channel surrounding the assembly is a metal part several meters high,

with known internal dimensions accurate to some tenths of a mm. A variation of one

tenth of a millimeter in the internal dimension flow channel in the measurement area

for a 17x17 assembly grid, can induce a variation of 0.6% in the pressure drop

coefficient. It is therefore reasonable to expect that this discrepancy alone will lead to

systematic deviations of several percentage points in pressure drop coefficients for

die same product tested in different test facilities.
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The second example emphasizes the condition of the product model used in

characterization tests. This model generally consists of a new structure, identical to

the final product, loaded with rods containing lead or depleted uranium. This batch of

rods usually serves in several tests of the same type, and has therefore been subject to

a certain amount of handling, having a considerable effect on its surface condition. By

regularly measuring pressure drops on the 17x17 bundles tested in the HERMES'1^

loops, observations reveal significant divergence among these values.
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Grid pressure drops are evaluated by subtracting the pressure drop caused

by the bundle, from the pressure drop measured on one of the assembly stages.

Common practice consists in evaluating the bundle pressure drop coefficients using

theoretical models, on the basis of characteristics representative of new rods. Thus

any relative roughness (e)is assumed to be between 2 and 5.10"5. The friction values

used can deviate up to 20% from values obtained through direct measurements. Since

the bundle contributes to more than one third of the pressure drop in each assembly

stage, the use of bundles that are not in the same condition can lead to systematic

deviations in the grid pressure drop, reaching up to 8% in the tests mentioned

previously.
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The last example concerns the method used in calculating the pressure drop

coefficients. The values are systematically presented in adimensional form for greater

ease in their utilization. This conversion can only be achieved by choosing reference

values. For example, the hydraulic diameter of the bundle can be defined by taking

into account only the geometrical values, or it may be preferable to include the wet

perimeter of the test section. This difference generates a deviation of practically 10%

on the Reynolds number in the case of HERMES P tests. Furthermore, depending on

whether the reference is based on geometric dimensions in the cold state, or a

reference where correction is made for temperature, a systematic deviation is induced

in the pressure drop coefficients, which shows a linear increase as the test temperature

rises.
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These various examples illustrate how difficult it is to obtain consistent data

for assemblies of different origin. Control over these values requires placing strict

limitations on the number of authorized loops and careful observation of their

evolution, defining technical specifications that describe in full detail the procedures

to be used in testing and measuring, and adopting a standardized methodology for

data reduction and conversion of measurement results.
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In France, Electricité De France (EDF) and Commissariat à l'Energie

Atomique (CEA) have undertaken study of these subjects.The corresponding program

involves identifying all potential sources of systematic deviations such as those

presented above, classifying them according to their influence on the value of the

pressure drop coefficient, and proposing ways of reducing these deviations. The first

set of parameters examined includes :

- the internal geometry of test sections, upper and lower core

plates and associated water guides

- the surface roughness of the rods and test section walls

- the use of thimble plug assemblies or control rod clusters

- the various by-pass flowrates for assembly and test section

- the distance between grid and pressure taps

- the evolution of axial velocity profile versus height

- the criteria for distribution of energy dissipation between

bundle, grid and housing.

This action is based, first of all, on measurements conducted on the

HERMES P loop at CEA, a facility which has become the reference loop for EDF

with regards to hydraulic testing of assemblies designed for PWRs in France.

Extension of this program is expected to the equivalent experimental facilities for

wich sufficient information will be made available. The ultimate aim is to propose, to

the constructors, the basis of a standardization of experimental operating procedures.


